
Oneida Madison  Scouting Report 

September 29, 2016 

Weather: For the week  ending on 9-25-2016 
Running total of GDD,s base 50 starting  May 1st  as of  September 25th is 2582.  There was .08” of rain recorded during the week 

ending 9-25-16.   

Cropping activities:  Growers were out harvesting corn silage and high moisture grain. A few growers were planting 

winter wheat and barley. 

 

This is the last weekly scouting report. Have a safe and productive harvest season! 

Crop Conditions: 

Hay 
 

Some of the northern areas had some frost in hay fields 

last Sunday with temperatures in the 30s. Growers who 

planned one more cut after a hard frost will probably con-

sider that harvest some time soon. 

If you have done crown counts and have decided to  rotate 

to corn next year then you are probably gearing up for a 

fall application of glyphosate considering that it is more 

effective than a spring application. Growers should watch 

day and night time temperatures and pick a day soon. 

 

It is  a good time to apply lime and potash to hay fields. 
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Corn 

Noting sporadic bird damage in fields. This has the potential to become the site of infection for 

ear diseases. Starting to see some ear diseases like cladisporium and alternaria the black mold. 

White mold on ears may be an indication of fusarium. There is also some olive green mold on 

some ears that may indicate infection with Trichoderma or pennicillium. Ear diseases can cause 

problems with palatability or contain mycotoxins  

I continue to find fields with out breaks of northern corn leaf blight that has 

progressed rapidly in the past three weeks in fields with susceptible hybrids. 

It will not have an economic impact in these fields but growers should make 

a note and rotate or plan to plant a corn hybrid with resistance next season.  

As you are harvesting you can make notes on what diseases you see, to help 

discuss the need for resistance to those diseases in varieties you plan to pur-

chase and plant next season. 

Corn silage harvest has started!! 

Growers without processors should continue  to adjust knives to 

achieve a 1/4-3/8”  chop length. 

 

Processed corn can be cut in longer lengths 3/4 “ chop length. 

 

Growers trying BMR should consider processing it because the 

grain tends to be harder when the plant is at the moisture for 

ensiling. Some research documented 4 lbs /cow increased milk 

production  from processing of BMR corn. 

Corn stalk nitrate test: Dairy farmer s are looking for  any ways to cut costs 

without hurting yields. The corn stalk nitrate test is a way to evaluate your utiliza-

tion of nitrogen (N) in corn production in your fields in this season: a post season 

evaluation.  Cut the stalk at 14” and then the stub at 6” ht ending with an 8” seg-

ment of stalk taken at 6” above the soil surface. Obtain one stalk sample per acre 

in each field. Be careful to avoid having your sample contact the soil and contami-

nate it. Cut each stalk into quarters and place one quarter of each sample into a 

paper bag and label it with the field name. Complete the form found at this link:  

http://cnal.cals.cornell.edu/forms/pdfs/CNAL_Form_SN.pdf    and send your sam-

ples to the address on the form. 

 

You will receive  results that include the numeric nitrate levels in your corn as 

well as a rating of low, optimum or excess. A note of caution. Most growers will 

learn  that you have to do a few seasons of these tests to see the trends before ad-

justing management. 



High moisture grain harvest should star t soon in some ar ea 

fields. Some fields have corn that is fully dented, no milk line  

and showing black layer which indicates that the kernel moisture 

is around 33%.  

 

As you can see in the chart below we are getting to the moisture 

content that is ideal for storage of high moisture grain. 

 

Have someone  test the moisture  but we have to be close in a 

number of local fields 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soybeans 

Some of our soybean fields are almost 

ready to harvest!  Most of the fields I visit-

ed recently were nearly weed free with the 

exception of a few lambsquarter plants that 

escaped treatment and occasionally some fox-

tail or crabgrass. Some folks are talking about  

roundup ready 2 xtend soybeans which toler-

ate both roundup and banvel   or enlist soy-

beans that tolerate roundup and 24D.  Most of 

the fields I have scouted would not have bene-

fitted from a banvel or 24D application.  You 

would also have to factor in the xtra cost of 

these hybrids. 

 

Growers in western NY have roundup       

resistant marestail which would benefit from  

treatment with banvel or 24D. 



More of our winter grains are being planted 

with no-till planters.  Winter  grains are usu-

ally double cropped. They typically follow snap 

beans or soybeans. The fields are usually in 

good shape. Glyphosate is applied to control 

weeds and the winter grain is planted into the 

field. This techniques provides fuel savings in 

land preparation, conserves on  OM losses and 

helps to maintain soil health. 


